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Did Porsche Manipulate 

Volkswagen?

 

By Martin Armstrong 

It is always the easiest thing to accuse someone of manipulating anything. The theory is 

that some powerful player can overwhelm and control a market, commodity, or stock.  This 

theory has NEVER been proven! While "Rudy" Giuliani charged Michael Milken of insider 

trading, he had to threaten to imprison his 90 year old grandfather if he went to trial to 

force Milken to plead. Milken was no more guilty of insider trading than Giuliani was a fair 

and impartial prosecutor not interested in further his career.  



Even Milken’s lawyer Harvey Silvergate wrote 

how nobody was ever accused of insider 

trading under Giuliani’s theory before. The 

original insider trading problem from the 

Great Depression was a director who knew the 

company was broke held back that 

information so he could sell his shares first. 

Insider trading was never defrauding other 

people of making the same money because 

they lacked information. Giuliani flipped 

insider trading on its head – something it was 

never intended to do. 

The NY State Court dismissed insider trading 

lawsuit against Porsche brought by a group of 

hedge funds that shorted Volkswagen and lost. 

The funds accused Porsche of engineering a "massive short squeeze" in October 2008 by 

quietly buying nearly all freely traded ordinary VW shares in a bid to take over the 

company, despite publicly stating it had no plans to take a 75% stake. They have accused 

Porsche that it bought more than it claimed it would do. 

When Porsche revealed it had amassed control of roughly three-quarters of VW, shares of 

VW soared, briefly making the Wolfsburg-based carmaker the world's biggest company by 

market value. The surge caused losses for hedge funds that had bet on a decline in the stock 

price. The spike high is caused simply by the short-cover and here is the chart – sorry! 

Nothing abnormal here! 

In fact, the projection line coming out of the previous Economic Confidence Model that 

peaked July 20th, 1998 projected to within a few dollars the high for the next ECM wave. 

Every projection line from the lows of 2000, 2001, and 2003 all projected significantly 

higher prices. 

It seems when everyone jumps on Bear Sterns and Lehman that is not manipulation when 

they win. When they started to sell Goldman, Hank Paulson came out and banned short-

selling financial stocks. HMM!  

This is the same patterns and methods that we used on Western Mining in Australia to 

forecast an 800% rally that materialized on time. The price action is Volkswagen is by no 

means a manipulation – just sour grapes. They tried to pick the high and lost. Shut up and 

go to the next trade. If they had sophisticated methods of analysis this one was just a piece 

of cake; far from abnormal activity. Judges rarely understand the issues so cases like these 

befuddle most allowing this abuse of the legal system to cost everyone real money. 


